
Lucia − the bearer of light

Alongside Midsummer, the Lucia celebrations represent 

one of the foremost cultural traditions in Sweden, with 

their clear reference to life in the peasant communities 

of old: darkness and light, cold and warmth.

Lucia is an ancient mythical figure with an abiding role 

as a bearer of light in the dark Swedish winters.



Swedish lucia – the origins

The present custom appears to be a blend of traditions. In the old almanac, 

Lucia Night was the longest of the year. It was a dangerous night when 

supernatural beings were abroad and all animals could speak. By morning, 

the livestock needed extra feed. People, too, needed extra nourishment and 

were urged to eat seven or nine hearty breakfasts.

In agrarian Sweden, young people used to dress up as Lucia figures 

(lussegubbar) that night and wander from house to house singing songs and 

scrounging for food and schnapps.

The annual candlelit Lucia procession on 13 December and the custom 

whereby Lucia serves coffee and buns (lussekatter) dates back to the 

1880s. The Lucia tradition can also be traced back to the martyr St Lucia of 

Syracuse (died in 304).



The songs

Sancta Lucia hymn is a traditional Neopolitian song given lyrics to accomodate the 

Lucia celebration. It describes the dark night lighten up by Lucia and eventually the 

dawn.

Staffan Stalledräng – Staffan the stable boy – is a Swedish medieval ballad coming 

in many versions.  This version is describing how Staffan prepares his horses for a 

hunt. Traditionally, this song was sung by young men to beg for food and/or drink on 

St Stephen's day (Boxing day), but is nowadays associated with Lucia.

Hej tomtegubbar is originally a song for dance and play but is now usually sung 

before drinking schnapps. The lyrics encourage us to drink and to be jolly, for our life 

on earth is brief and troublesome. It is also about ”tomtar”, which can either be seen 

as the Swedish mythological safeguarder of farms or simply Santa Claus and his 

elves. 


